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How should an administrator define which resources are selected by a resource filter in the
Computers blade of the IT Management Views?
 
A. By dragging and dropping resources onto the filter 
B. By adding an organizational group, an optional comparison method, and a value to
which the group is compared 
C. By adding filter criteria, an optional comparison method, and a value to which the criteria
is compared 
D. By dragging and dropping resource targets onto the filter 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which object can an admin assign security permissions to that will allow resource scoping
to occur in a report?
 
A. Resource target 
B. Organizational group 
C. Resource filter 
D. CMDB rule 
 

Answer: C

 

 

A company has an environment where only some computers have the Symantec
Workspace Virtualization (SWV) agent installed.
 
What happens to computers without the SWV Agent when an administrator distributes an
MSI application through a Managed Delivery policy to all company computers and installs
the application into a virtual layer?
 
A. The application installation fails 
B. The application is installed as non-virtual, but the application is moved into a virtual layer
after the SWV agent is installed 
C. The SWV agent is automatically installed; then the application is installed into a virtual
layer 
D. The application is installed as non-virtual 
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Answer: D

 

 

An administrator is tasked with implementing an IT Management Suite 8.5 solution that will
centrally manage 30,000 endpoints.
 
Which is the best architecture to support this environment?
 
A. Single Notification Server 
B. 1x6 Hierarchy 
C. 1x2 Hierarchy 
D. Two standalone Notification Servers 
 

Answer: A

 

 

An administrator is tasked with tracking the IT department's vehicles. The department
currently has 8 vehicles and is expected to add 4 additional vehicles during the next year.
 
Which steps must the administrator take to track the vehicles?
 
A. Create a vehicle resource type, create vehicle-related data classes, add the data
classes to the resource type, create a resource association from the vehicle resource type
to Departments 
B. Create the vehicle-related data classes, create a vehicle resource type within the IT
Department's departmental organizational structure, set the vehicle default values, define
the vehicle data constraints 
C. Create a vehicle resource type, set the vehicle default values, create a resource
association from the vehicle resource type to departments, define vehicle data constraints. 
D. Create the vehicle-related data classes, create a vehicle resource type within the IT
Department's departmental organizational structure, define the vehicle data constraints 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which action does the Symantec Management Agent perform when it receives a tickle
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packet?
 
A. It requests a policy update from the Notification Server. 
B. It sends its list of package download locations to the Package Server. 
C. It requests task information from a Task Server. 
D. It sends basic inventory information to the Notification Server. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which function within the Symantec Installation Manager ensures that all prerequisites are
met prior to installing IT Management Suite 8.5?
 
A. Installations manager verification service 
B. Install Readiness Check 
C. prerequisite system check 
D. Symantec system check 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A corporate president has decided to centralize management of operating system updates
after a virus spread through the corporate network. The president requires the ability to
create reports about which updates have been deployed, which updates are still needed,
and other information that will demonstrate the security of the network.
 
Which two (2) features of IT Management Suite 8.5 provide all of the required functionality?
(Select two.)
 
A. IT Analytics 
B. Patch Management Solution 
C. Software Management Solution 
D. Inventory Solution 
E. Monitor Solution 
 

Answer: B,D
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Which option in the SMC will cause an inventory policy to run and report data at random
times during a user-specified window?
 
A. Throttle inventory scan evenly over a period of pre-determined hours 
B. Apply to computers  
C. System resource usage  
D. randomize execution schedule 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which website should an administrator browse to when solving Package Service
Installation issues to check that the endpoint can resolve to the server?
 
A. https://SiteServer/Altiris/PackageShare 
B. https://SiteServer/Symantec/PSS 
C. https://SiteServer/Symantec/PackageShare 
D. https://SiteServer/Altiris/PS 
 

Answer: B

 

 

What is the maximum number of computers that could be adequately managed for an "on-
box" installation of the Microsoft SQL Server with Notification Server
 
A. 10,000 
B. 7,500 
C. 12,500 
D. 5,000 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What is a benefit of the IT Analytics MultiCMDB feature?
 
A. Provide importing of data across one or more Notification server environment 
B. Provides reporting across one or more Notification server environments 
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C. Provides exporting and importing of data across one or more notification server
environments 
D. Provides scoping of data across one or more notification server enviroments 
 

Answer: B

 

 

An admin for a hospital system is tasked with tracking electrocardiogram (EKG) devices.
The admin decides to base the custom EKG resource type on the computer
 
What does basing this custom resource type on the existing resource type allow?
 
 
A. The ability to create EKG resources type as computer resources 
B. The ability to leverage the computer resoruce type icon for EKG resoruces within the
console 
C. The ability to inherit data class and resource associations of the computer resorurce
type 
D. The ability to utilize a computer report as a base for EKG report 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which are the three Resource Model components?
 
Drag and drop the Resource Model components to the right side of the screen.
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Answer:

Explanation:  

Resource Association Type - Data Class – Resource Association 

 

 

 

Which two (2) features are unique to IT Analytics when compared to the reporting engine
built into IT Management Suite 8.5? (Select two.)
 
A. Creation and display of graphical reports 
B. Actionable tasks within the report results 
C. Creation of key performance indicator-based dashboards 
D. Use of parameters to filter report results 
E. Calculation and display of trend analysis within the report results 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which two (2) fields are essential to tracking assets when creating a warranty contract in IT
Management Suite 8.5? (Select two.)
 
A. Contract's Assigned User 
B. Covered Hardware 
C. Contract's Location 
D. Start and End Date 
E. Internal Reference 
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Answer: B,D

 

 

A customer is complaining about IT Management Suite 8.5 performance in a testing
environment. The symptoms include slow population of data tables and reports timing out.
 
Which two (2) hardware-specific areas could the customer improve to help mitigate these
issues? (select two)
 
A. Increase memory 
B. Increase cpu cores 
C. Increase disk iops 
D. Increase cpu speed 
E. Increase storage capacity 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Which two (2) default secury roles allow a user to créate and import software resources in
IT Management Suite 8.5? (Select two)
 
A. Software Portal Administrators 
B. Symantec Administrators 
C. Symantec Supervisors 
D. Symantec Software Librarian 
E. Symantec Level 2 Workers 
 

Answer: D,E

 

 

Which two (2) events or methods allow the administrator to create a backup of Notification
Server cryptographic keys? (Select two.)
 
A. Before the installation of the Symantec Management Platform or subsequent solutions
are completed 
B. During the first-time installation of the Symantec products 
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C. After the installation of the Symantec Management Platform or subsequent solutions are
completed 
D. While in the Symantec Management Console by choosing Settings > All settings >
Notification Server Backup 
E. In the Symantec Management Console under Home > First time setup 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

Which two (2) fields are essential to the tracking and reporting of an associated asset when
creating a lease schedule in IT Management Suite 8.5? (Select two.)
 
A. Internal Reference 
B. Start Date and End Date 
C. Covered Hardware 
D. Contract's Assigned User 
E. Contract's Location 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

An administrator needs to create an image that can be used for a mass deployment in the
company. Which Deployment Solution task should the administrator perform before
creating the image?
 
A. Run the Deploy Sysprep task before cloning 
B. Run the Prepare for Image Capture task before cloning 
C. Run SIDGen to prepare the image for deployment 
D. Run the Capture Personality task before cloning 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which benefit does a configuration item association provide in the asset management
process?
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A. Prevents the linking of unrelated items to add in troubleshooting 
B. Links resources for more convenient access to associate data 
C. Links unrelated items to add in troubleshooting asset discrepancies 
D. Prevents the linking of dissimilar items to help in auditing 
 

Answer: B

 

 

An administrator uses the Software Update Policy Wizard to create the Software Update
policy, which will be distributed to management computers?
 
How can the administrator disable unsupported operating system?
 
A. Disable the operating system within the software update policy 
B. Enable the software update policy that has been selected for installation for the selected
operating system 
C. Clear the software bulletin that has been selected for installation for the selected
operating system 
D. Remove the software update policy for the selected operating system 
 

Answer: B

 

 

How can an administrator achieve greater efficiency and consistency when deploying
multiple Managed Software Delivery policies to endpoints?
 
A. Configure and run the Software Portal Settings policy to update existing Managed
Software Delivery policies with default settings 
B. Configure the Software Catalog Item task to specify standardized settings for newly
created Managed Software Delivery policies 
C. Update the Managed Delivery Settings policy to define standard default settings for new
Managed Delivery policies 
D. Enable the Software Product Recalculation Schedule task to update existing Managed
Software Delivery policies with predefined settings 
 

Answer: C
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